
What might be known: Epistemi modality andunertain ontextsLaurent Roussarielroussarie�univ-paris8.frUniversité Paris 8 & UMR 7023 CNRS∗This presentation proposes an enhanement of the dynami semantis of epistemimodality in order to provide an aount for the informativeness of assertions and for theinquisitiveness of questions ontaining an epistemi modal.Bakground. Modalities are anonially (Kratzer, 1981) analysed as quanti�ationsover possible worlds, and in the ase of epistemi modality the restrition of the quan-ti�ation (i.e. the modal base) is de�ned as (the intersetion of) the set of �all thosepropositions whih are established knowledge [...℄ � for a group of people� (Kratzer,1981, p. 45).Dynami semantis de�nes the meaning of an expression as its ontext hange potential(CCP), that is a funtion from ontexts to ontexts. In dynami implementation ofepistemi modality (Groenendijk et al., 1996; von Fintel and Gillies, 2007) ontexts areformalized as information states (ISs) whih are sets of possibilities or, more simply,sets of worlds. Suh ontexts represent some knowledge of the speakers and as in theStalnakerian's model of assertion, they are updated by eliminating all the worlds w.r.t.whih the proposition uttered is not true. Following this, these ontexts have been�naturally� assimilitated to the epistemi modal bases, and onsequently the CCP ofa modal statement is de�ned as in (1):(1) s[[3ϕ]]p = {w ∈ s | s[[ϕ]]p 6= ∅} =

{

s if s ∩ [[ϕ]] 6= ∅

∅ otherwiseIssue. Suh a formalization is problemati in at least two respets. First as long as ISsrepresent what is known and what is learned in a onversation, (1), as it leaves the inputIS unhanged, implies that the assertion of an epistemi modal statement is not formallyinformative. However one does learn information from a sentene suh as (2):(2) Smith might be the murderer.Seond, the formalization improperly predits that questions ontaining an epistemimodal (3) are not inquisitive (Groenendijk, 1999) (i.e. they're not real requests for infor-mation).
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(3) Might Smith be the murderer?Demonstration: Let ?3ϕ be the semanti representation of suh a question, and s an ISrepresenting the speaker's knowledge. Either ϕ is not onsistent with s (s ∩ [[ϕ]] = ∅),whih means that the speaker already knows (or believes) that both ϕ and 3ϕ are false;or ϕ is onsistent with s, whih means that the speaker already knows that 3ϕ is true.In both ases the speaker appears to already know the anwser of ?3ϕ.Atually the issue lies in the inability to formalize ontexts in whih, for any sentene
ϕ, a speaker doesn't know whether 3ϕ is true or not.Proposal. Our proposal basially onsists in formalizing the onversational ontext asa set of information states. Aordingly the CCP of an epistemi modal statement anbe de�ned reursively as follows, where S is a set of ISs:(4) S[[3ϕ]]p = {s ∈ S | s[[3ϕ]]p = s} = {s ∈ S | s ∩ [[ϕ]] 6= ∅}Suh an update will only keep (unhanged) the ISs whih are onsistent with ϕ (the otherISs are disarded). More generally, the CCP for any proposition ψ will be:(5) S[[ψ]]p = {s′ | ∃s ∈ S, s[[ψ]]p = s′}If ψ is a non modal sentene, the update of S is eliminative as usual: the output setontains all the ISs from S after they have been updated (i.e. �shrunk�) themselves by ψ.This proposal thus aounts for the need to bring into the ontext the ISs of severalpartiipants in the onversation (as proposed e.g. in von Fintel and Gillies (2008)), butmore importantly to assign several ISs to eah partiipant. This is a diret way to aountfor the fat that speakers may be unsure about what is true, i.e. what they know, andeven about what is possible, ie what they might know.We will subsequently provide a more detailled and motivated aount of the proposalby appealing to the notion of ordering soure (OS) (Kratzer, 1981). The main idea isto implement the unertainty about what a speaker knows by supplying her epistemimodal base (or IS) with several OSs. Reall that an OS an inlude propositions whihrepresent more or less reliable information (assumptions) the speaker wishes to add towhat she �reliably� knows. Aording to Kratzer (1981) an OS enables to selet a subsetof the modal base, viz. the subset of worlds that ome losest to the OS. Several OSs thusyield several (sub)sets of worlds over whih the modal-quanti�ation will apply. Thisamounts to our notion of sets of ISs.Consequenes. This formalization of the onversational ontext has several onse-quenes. First we de�ne some variants of the logial notions of onsisteny and support(Groenendijk et al., 1996). Consisteny (6) is what prevents an update failure, it garan-tees the informativeness of an assertion. Support (7) keeps information states intat; itenables speaker's sinerity.(6) ϕ is onsistent with S i� S[[ϕ]]p exists and S[[ϕ]]p 6= ∅.(7) ϕ is supported by S i� S[[ϕ]]p exists and S[[ϕ]]p = S.(8) ϕ is minimally supported by S i� S[[ϕ]]p exists and ∃s ∈ S s.t. s ∈ S[[ϕ]]p.(9) ϕ is maximally onsistent with S i� S[[ϕ]]p exists and ∀s ∈ S[[ϕ]]p, s[[ϕ]]p 6= ∅.2



Minimal support (8) renders the idea that a speaker would assert a sentene whih isertain w.r.t. some of her information states, but not all. Maximal onsisteny (9) har-aterizes the utterane of propositions that are ompletly informative (or new) w.r.t. toa given ontext S. It also provides a proper means to aount for the inquisitiveness ofa question ontaining an epistemi modal:(10) ?3ϕ is inquisitive in S i� ϕ is onsistent but not maximally onsistent with S.Eventually our formalization enables to de�ne the (stati) meaning of suh questionsin a relational fashion along the lines of (Groenendijk, 1999, a.o.):(11) [[?3ϕ]]S = {〈s, s′〉 ∈ S × S | s ∩ [[ϕ]] 6= ∅ ⇔ s′ ∩ [[ϕ]] 6= ∅}(11) an be glossed as: �is there an IS whih is onsistent with ϕ in the ontext?�. This isa singular result as it shows that suh questions do not diretly ask about how the world is(as do standard questions) but about how the ontext is. This partiular analysis in (11)an lead to an explanation of why a question ontaining an epistemi modal often happensto be interpreted as a speial or biased question, onveying surprise or inredulity.Referenesvon Fintel, K. and Gillies, A. S. (2007). An opinionated guide to epistemi modality.In Gendler, T. S. and Hawthorne, J., editors, Oxford Studies in Epistemology 2, pages32�62. Oxford University Press, New York.von Fintel, K. and Gillies, A. S. (2008). Might made right. Ms. MIT and Universityof Mihigan, to appear in a volume on epistemi modality, edited by A. Egan and B.Weatherson, Oxford University Press.Groenendijk, J. (1999). The logi of interrogation: Classial version. In Matthews, T.and Strolovith, D., editors, Proeedings of Semantis and Linguisti Theory (SALT)IX, pages 109�126, Ithaa. Cornell University Press.Groenendijk, J., Stokhof, M., and Veltman, F. (1996). Coreferene and modality. In Lap-pin, S., editor, Handbook of Contemporary Semanti Theory, pages 179�216. Blakwell,Oxford.Kratzer, A. (1981). The notional ategory of modality. In Eikmeyer, H.-J. and Rieser,H., editors, Words, Worlds, and Contexts. New Approahes to Word Semantis, pages38�74. Walter de Gruyter & Co., Berlin.
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